Variation in genomic Alu repeat density as a basis for rapid construction of low resolution physical maps of human chromosomes.
Human DNA restriction fragments containing high numbers of Alu repeat sequences can be preferentially detected in the presence of other human DNA restriction fragments in DNA from human: rodent somatic cell hybrids when the DNA is fragmented with enzymes that cleave mammalian DNA infrequently. This ability to lower the observed human DNA complexity allowed us to develop an approach to order rapidly somatic hybrid cell lines retaining overlapping human genomic domains. The ordering process also generates a relative physical map of the human fragments detected with Alu probe DNA. This process can generate physical mapping information for human genomic domains as large as an entire chromosome (100,000 kb). The strategy is demonstrated by ordering Alu-detected NotI fragments in a panel of mouse: human hybrid cells that span the entire long arm of human chromosome 17.